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Digi Edu Hack

A 24 Hours hackathon in collaboration with Aalto University, Finland. An
inaugural hack to be held at the EC.

This was the first time a Hackathon was held during the curriculum week
(instead of weekend) with classes in between. A big experiment for us and
but one that was truly satisfying! 24 Hours of hacking!

On top of an excellent venue (2 mins away from the school but still near)
with a vibrant atmosphere (lots of food + snacks – all free!) to assist with
the development of student ideas, EC also had amazing challenge partners
and top global talent in education to mentor students and their teams to
success.

6 teams pitted their wits and skills together to pitch to secure a spot in the
finals.
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InCube innovation challenge |
26 - 30 September
Innovation challenge known as InCube, which is initiated by the ETH
Entreprenuer Club in Zurich.  First time held in Singapore, after making its
foray to Lausanne and Boston (MIT) in September. Singapore team
emerged champions of the InCube Innovation Challenge, after spending
96 hours to develop a pitch on the theme of “Smart Construction Sites for
a Smart Nation”.

As you know, in 4 days, 3 students
from NUS and 2 from SUTD have
been lived and breathed
innovation in a glass cube beside
the URA Centre. In response to the
theme, the team’s answer was
“Omnisight” – a 3D visualization
platform to boost labour
productivity with dynamic
real-time worker allocation. Their

pitch won them the first prize in the challenge, which was announced in
the early morning of 1 October.
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The construction industry is a sizeable one worth US$17 trillion. However,
productivity in this industry has fallen over the years, as 63 percent of
direct labour time is spent waiting. For a US$100-million project, delays
can cost US$100,000 a day. In four days, the team not only found the pain
point for the construction industry, but also a solution to make real-time
task allocation at construction sites possible. Their proposed software,
Omnisight, digitalizes the construction site, analyses worker activities and
provides smart recommendations to supervisors to improve productivity
on their sites.

The pitch for the Singapore team can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPQF0nKXw74

Front: Christos Gountis (facilitator); middle row (left to right): Vishnu Udayagiri from NUS,
Aravind Kandiah from SUTD - BiFrost ; back row (left to right): Jonathan Ng from SUTD –
Lord of the Chords, Victoria Faber from NUS, Jonita Chew from NUS.

JunctionX Singapore
28 – 29 Sep
JunctionX Singapore is an event where developers, coders and designers
compete in diverse teams to build and present their innovative and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPQF0nKXw74
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revolutionary ideas. Hackers from different backgrounds form teams to
work on cutting edge technologies and solve real business problems
proposed by companies.

Organized in the Helsinki Area, Finland, Junction is a meeting place for
thousands of developers, designers, and entrepreneurs. A weekend-long
experience, gathering tech enthusiasts from all over the world to create
with the latest technology in a unique environment and atmosphere. The
Singapore leg was held Rakuten Asia Pte Ltd and proudly spearheaded by
SUTD student, Bryan Phang, EPD Pillar.

Cracking the code

Create4Good workshop – 4 Oct

Crafting your Vision for Social Impact.
What is the Difference between creating impact vs building social impact?
How can you better communicate your business impact vision, mission
and values to solve more pressing societal challenges?
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Some 20 students attended this vibrant workshop facilitated by Cindy
Chng and Gustavio Liu.

Elevator X Startup Founder’s Day

Elevator X Startup
Pitch Day, a pitching
platform for early
stage startups.
Organized in
collaboration between
National Research

Foundation and SUTD Entrepreneurship Centre.

6 startups pitched in this platform. Each team had 7 minutes to make their
case. A fiery panel talk by 2 distinguished VCs also added some pizazz to
the event.

For the first time, a live streaming option was also made available so that
students could watch the pitching from anywhere.

Watch it here:
https://espx.cloud/v/p/foundersday

10K Challenge - 18th September
10K Challenge is a business innovation competition where we partner
teams with industry mentors to further develop their ideas. This
culminates to a final showdown between the top teams who will pitch
their business propositions for the grand prize of $10,000.

The following teams were shortlisted for a pitching session:

Flyfox: Professional Life Coach Online Platform

Tutor: Online Tutor Sourcing Platform

Bifrost: Synthetic Data Services

Ecolution: Sustainable Agricultural Production

Mimicare: Self-monitoring Rehabilitation Feedback System

Sharks: Expense Tracking Application

Tello: Digital Communication Tool for the Disabled

Skilio: Soft Skills Tracking/Sharing Platform

The pitches were judged by SUTD EC Business Mentor, Gustavio Liu, Sam
Gibbs, TK Wong.

https://espx.cloud/v/p/foundersday?fbclid=IwAR0zQ1P5w0Uh7ak4Bqiw4v8zXStN0IEODAuMTRowGUipRJnqYmQEx9jbebU
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Immersion trip to Ho Chi Minh,
Vietnam
The Vietnam Immersion Programme was held from 25 -31 August 2019. 1
SUTD EC Staff, 14 SUTD students and 2 EC start-up representatives
(Mimicare and Whyre) went on the trip. The immersion allowed
students/participants to learn and get exposed to Vietnam’s software
development cycle and entrepreneurial ecosystem.

This trip also promoted entrepreneurship exchange between Vietnamese
students and SUTD students. Visits were made to institutes of higher
learning, co-working spaces, government agencies and start-ups. A total of
15 visits were done between 25th – 30th August. The list included
University of Information Technology, Information Technology Park, Tech
JDI office, Circo, Saigon Hi-Tech Park Incubation Centre, Start-Up Vietnam
agency, Kafnu (start-up), Momo (start-up), Saigon Innovation Hub (SIHUB),
Toong (co-working space), UP (co-working space), Vuon Vom Bach Khoa
incubation hub, UEH Institute of Innovation, Enterprise Singapore Vietnam
and Tiny Pulse (start-up).
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UEH Institute of Innovation also visited SUTD on 24 September. A total of
27 students from the Dynamic contest finalists visited with 3 faculty
members from UEH. The Dynamic Contest is an activity aimed to create a
practical economic environment for students with a strong
entrepreneurial fervour, whilst they are still in university.

Click here for Vietnam Immersion Programme Video
Highlights

Startup Updates
BiFrost
Techblazer Awards is the nation's highest accolade for tech innovation and

aims to provide recognition and endorsement to Singapore-based

organizations and companies that have exemplified the spirit of

innovation in their development of tech products and services, or their

use of tech to achieve excellence.

This year one of SUTD’s teams have made it into the finals and have won

Gold in the Techblazer Awards by SGTech, Singapore's highest accolade for

tech innovation. The team is headed by two SUTD students Charles Wong

and Aravind Satkunasingam Kandiah. The innovation is based on AI in

replicating data sets for safer transportation. They are currently working

on a project with SMRT that may potentially help prevent train damage

and disruptions.

https://youtu.be/_5lqfbL5O4E
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Contact Us

Entrepreneurship Centre

Office of Technology & Enterprise Management

Address

8 Somapah Road

Singapore

487372

Phone

63036600

Email

Saravanan_tannamalai

@sutd.edu.sg

Website

entrepreneurship.sutd.sg


